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Alimentation Couche-Tard Write-up  
 
 
 

Ticker ATD 

FYE April 

Price  $53.01  

Shares outstanding (M) 569 

Market cap 30163 

Cash 1034 

Cash / share 1.82 

Debt 3348 

Debt / share 5.88 

Entreprise value ($M) 32477 

Short interest / float 0.6% 

Dividend yield 0.48% 

 
 
 

EPS (pro-forma diluted) My estimates P/E   Consensus P/E 

FY17 2.12 25.00   2.12 25.00 

FY18e 2.68 19.81   2.62 20.23 

FY19e 3.01 17.59   2.96 17.91 

FY20e 3.40 15.61   3.34 15.87 

            

Revenue My estimates EV/S   Consensus EV/S 

FY17 37906 0.86   37906 0.86 

FY18e 48435 0.67   49476 0.66 

FY19e 57964 0.56   57642 0.56 

FY20e 64156 0.51   62412 0.52 

            

EBITDA My estimates EV/EBITDA   Consensus EV/EBITDA 

FY17 2421 13.41   2421 13.41 

FY18e 3189 10.18   3017 10.76 

FY19e 3398 9.58   3357 9.67 

FY20e 3712 8.75   3698 8.78 
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Recommendation 

 

ATD is a high-quality retail cash-cow trading at an attractive valuation with plenty of avenues for top-

line and earnings growth as well as margin expansion as it consolidates the US and Canadian c-store 

markets, expands into Asia and benefits from industry tailwinds like greater c-store spend. The recent 

3-year stagnation in the stock price presents an attractive buying opportunity for a business with an 

asymmetric risk/reward profile.  

 

Alimentation Couche-Tard (ATD) is a leading convenience and gas store operator with a history of 

delivering double digit earnings growth and shareholder returns. However, despite steady sales and 

earnings growth, ATD’s share price has stagnated, with the stock only gaining 11% in the past 3 years.  

Shares are now trading at an 11% and 4% discount to the company’s 3 and 5-year average historical 

multiples, respectively. This has been caused by general fear over the fate of brick and mortar retailers in 

the face of e-commerce, concerns over the impact of rising oil prices on ATD’s fuel margins, the recent 

hurricane disasters that slowed down SSS growth and unrealized synergies from the CST Brands 

acquisition. All four issues are irrelevant to the business moving forward with the latter two being 

temporary in nature and the first two being invalid. Regarding industry trends, data published by Nielsen 

indicates that convenience stores are the only retail format besides dollar stores and e-commerce that 

are experiencing growth and are in fact forecasted to capture 8.6% of total retail spending from 8.2% 

today. Secondly, fuel margins have a weak correlation with oil prices and will continue to move higher as 

the industry consolidates.  

 

ATD is set to benefit from industry trends including increasing levels of convenience store spending and 

industry-wide consolidation. As e-commerce pressures traditional brick and mortar stores, convenience 

stores are set to take share and continue growing as they begin offering products typically only offered at 

grocery stores and as consumers favor speed. At the same time, ATD’s diverse revenue mix and 

international footprint reduce the risk profile and provide growth opportunities through expansion in the 

markets it operates in. With its right mix of experienced leadership, healthy financial profile and 

established track record, ATD is best positioned to consolidate the US and Canadian c-store markets. The 

business is led by the same management team that grew the business from 1 store in 1980 to 12,225 in 

2018 and led it to capture 5% market share in the US and 8% in Canada. This, paired with the business’ 

steady cash flow generation (6% FCF yield), strong credit profile (2.4% cost of debt) and already-

established scale (largest convenience store operator in US and Canada), provide the company with a 

great setup to consolidate the fragmented c-store markets.  

 

I see 36% upside to $72.34 from January 6 closing price based on projected FY19 EPS of $3.01 and a 24x 

earnings multiple (current 25x; 3-year avg. 26x and 5-year avg. 29x).  
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Thesis  

 

• Consolidation US/Canada (growth):  

o Room for expansion by taking advantage of fragmentation in US and Canadian 

convenience store markets; leads to margin expansion.  

• High FCF:  

o High FCF generative business used for accretive/strategic acquisitions and debt reduction.  

• Good management:  

o Effective and disciplined management with value investor’s approach; only buys at low 

multiples or if it will get meaningful synergies (~35+% of acquired EBITDA).  

• Expansion Asia (growth):  

o Lots of expected growth from aggressive expansion into Asia (market expected to grow 

double digits).  

• Relatively cheap valuation:  

o Trading at discount to historical multiples yet still growing earnings at low double digits 

and capturing substantial market share.  

• Diverse revenue mix and geographic footprint reduces risk:  

o Operations span across North America, Europe and Asia, and generates revenue through 

in-store sale of goods like tobacco, snacks, and packaged beverages, and sale of fuel.  

• Market misunderstanding/good entry:  

o Market treating ATD as regular brick and mortar business, which isn’t correct given c-stores 

are the only retail format besides dollar stores and e-commerce that is growing.  

o Market fears rise in fuel prices will lead fuel margins to get squeezed, which is 

unwarranted.  

 

 

Company overview  

 

Alimentation Couche-Tard is one of the largest convenience store and gas station operators in the world 

with 12,225 stores as of 1Q18.  

 

• History: ATD was founded in Quebec in 1980 when Alain Bouchard opened the first Couche-Tard 

store. Since then, the company has grown dramatically to over 13,925 stores (including licensed 

Circle K locations in Asia and South America) through a disciplined and effective acquisition 

strategy. In ADT’s first twenty years the company focused on establishing itself in the Canadian 

market and by 2000 had over 1,600 stores throughout the country. From 2000 to 2012 the 

company entered the US market by acquiring 225 Bigfoot stores from Johnson Oil Company. The 

landmark acquisition that transformed ADT into a major player in the US convenience store market 

was that of Circle K (1,600 stores), which it had acquired from ConocoPhilips in 2003. By 2012, 

Couche-Tard operated around 4,700 stores throughout North America. In June of 2012 ADT 

entered the European market through its acquisition of Statoil Fuel and Retail, which provided it 
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with 2,300 stores spread throughout Scandinavia, Poland, the Baltics and Russia. More recently, 

ADT has been accelerating the pace of growth and between 2015 and 2017 alone the company 

added 3,500 locations through the acquisition of Topaz Energy Group’s stores (444), The Pantry 

(1,500), Imperial Oil Canada (279), and CST Brands (1,263), the latter of which is expected to finalize 

in FY18 for $3.7B.  

 

 
 

• Locations: The company has operations in the US (60% of stores), Canada (18%), Europe (22%) and 

more recently Asia. ATD is the largest independent convenience store operator in the US and 

Canada. ATD’s US network comprises of 7,240 stores in 42 states, and its Canadian network is made 

up of 2,231 stores in all 10 provinces. In Europe the company owns 2,754 stores across Scandinavia 

(Norway, Sweden and Denmark), Ireland, Poland, the Baltics (Estonia, Latvia and Lithuania) and 

Russia. The company employs 95,000 people through its network. In addition to the stores it 

operates itself, ATD has more than 1,700 stores under licensing agreements that are operated 

under the Circle K banner in 13 other countries (China, Costa Rica, Egypt, Guam, Honduras, Hong 

Kong, Indonesia, Macau, Malaysia, Mexico, the Philippines, the UAE, and Vietnam) and an 

additional 1,200 stores through its investment in CrossAmerica Partners, of which it receives 100% 

of the incentive distribution rights and has a 20.5% equity interest. This brings the total network 

to over 15,000 stores with brands including: Couche-Tard, Mac’s, Statoil, Corner Store, Circle K, 

Topaz, INGO, and Kangaroo Express. ATD receives 65% ($4.9 billion) of gross profit from its US 

business, 22% ($1.6 billion) from Europe, and 13% ($1 billion) from Canada.  

 

As a convenience store operator, ATD owns and operates 76% of its stores, with the other 24% 

being operated by independents with the majority of sales not appearing in ATD’s financial results. 

There are four main classification of stores: 

o Company owned and company operated (COCO): stores where real estate and stores are 

operated by Couche-Tard and all income belongs to the company.  
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o Company owned and dealer operated (CODO): stores whose real estate is controlled by 

Couche-Tard but the stores are operated by an independent in exchange for rent (sales are 

largely excluded from ATD’s financial results).  

o Dealer owned and dealer operated (DODO): stores controlled and operated by 

independent operators, but where ATD collects fees from wholesale supply contracts 

(retail store sales not included in ATD’s financial results). 

o Franchised: stores operated by independent operators (store sales not included in financial 

results but ATD receives franchise fees). 

 

 

 
 

 

 

• Revenue mix: In terms of gross profit, ATD receives 57% of its income from the convenience store 

side (28% of revenue), selling food, tobacco, alcohol, beverages and snacks. The other 40% comes 

from the sale of fuel (69% of revenue) with the final 3% coming from other activities like rental 

income (3% of revenue).  
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• Convenience store market: In 2016, US convenience stores experienced record in-store sales of 

$233B, which was largely led by consumer desires for immediate food and refreshment. According 

to the NACS, 83% of in-store merchandise that convenience stores sell is consumed within an hour 

of purchase, and 65% is immediately consumed. The most popular items are: 1) Tobacco (36% of 

sales), 2) Food (21.7%), 3) Beverages (15%), 4) Snacks (9.8%), 5) Beer (6.7%), 6) Other (10.8%). Of 

the 154,535 convenience stores, 124,000 (80%) also sell fuel, and these retailers sell an estimated 

80% of all the fuel purchased in the US. Around 70,000 (58%) of convenience stores are single-

store operators, with 50% of them using the oil company logo as their branding since they don’t 

have the resources to create their own brand. This tends to lead to consumer misperceptions that 

the stores are owned and operated by a major oil company. Over the past decade, large, integrated 

oil companies like ExxonMobil, Shell, BP, and ConocoPhillips have been exiting the retail business 

to focus more on resource production and refining operations. This has led them to sell a lot of 

their directly operated facilities to the likes of ATD. As of June 2016, less than 0.3% of all 

convenience stores selling fuel were owned by one of the five major oil companies. The retail gross 

margin has historically averaged 20c per gallon, which is lower than for any other product since 

fuel retailers are aware that a higher price will cause consumers to go to another operator. To 

combat narrow profit margins, retailers are looking to grow in-store merchandise sales.  

 

• Industry financials: In 2016, the 154,500 convenience store locations in the US generated $550 

billion, for $10.6 billion in pre-tax profit. In-store sales grew at a 3.6% CAGR from 2006 to 2016, 

hitting $233 billion last year, while the amount of fuel sold grew at 0.2% over the same period, 

with sales reaching $317 billion in 2016, which represented 58% of the industry’s revenues. In-

store sales are very resilient and grew 3% during the 2008 financial crisis. Though fuel gallons sold 

has increased over a 10-year period, sales from fuel have fallen -0.3% y/y due to lower fuel prices. 

While motor fuel accounts for the majority of convenience store sales, it has historically only 

accounted for a third of gross profit, making up around 40% of industry gross profit in 2016. For 

Couche-Tard, motor fuel sales accounted for 69% of revenue and 29% of gross profit in 2016. Over 

the past decade, convenience store operators have placed a larger emphasis on higher margin 

products like foodservice, which made up 22% of sales in 2016 and 35% of gross profit, and has led 

to 8% y/y increase in foodservice sales. ATD has embraced this trend and has even expanded 

beyond it, offering freshly baked goods like donuts, pastries, cookies and croissants in over 4,500 

stores in North America. On the fuel side of the business, the retail price of oil which was estimated 

to be $2.07 per gallon in 2016 is made up of the cost of crude ($0.96/47%), refining costs 

($0.38/18%), taxes ($0.43, 21%), and the retailer markup ($0.29/14%). Convenience stores 

measure fuel profit on a cent per gallon (CPG) basis, which is the difference between the retail 

pump price and the cost to deliver the oil to the store. Industry-wide CPG currently stands at 19.9, 

with a 10-year historical average of 17.8. There is a longer-term upward trend in fuel margins that 

reflects retailer’s efforts to reduce expenses. ATD’s FY17 CPG stood at 21.9 with a 5-year average 

of 24.2. For context, a penny variance in retail fuel margins changes fuel gross profit by $140 

million.  
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Key people  

• Alain Bouchard – Chairman and Founder: Bouchard founded the company in 1980 with the first 

store in Quebec and served as CEO until 2014. By the time he stepped down, Couche-Tard operated 

over 8,000 stores. Bouchard has 44 years of retail experience, having also served on the board 

Quebecor and CGI Group. He now serves as the Chairman of the Board of Directors and continues 

to play an active role in the company.  

• Brian Hannasch – CEO: Took over after Bouchard vacated his position as CEO and had previously 

served as COO. Joined ATD in 2001 after it acquired his previous company, Bigfoot Food Stores 

where he worked as Vice President. Under his leadership, ATD has focused on expanding in Asia. 

• Claude Tessier – CFO: CFO since 2016, and previously President of Sobeys Quebec. Worked in 

finance positions in the food industry for the majority of his career.  

 

 

Valuation 

 

• Projections:  

o Base case  

▪ Revenue: 2-3% merchandise same-store-sales growth in-line with historical 

trends and driven by strength in categories like foodservice, 1-2% fuel SSS growth, 

which reflects a decline from the 3-year historical average of 3% in large part due 

to rising fuel prices and marginally declining oil consumption.  

▪ Margins: 25bp annual incremental merchandise margin improvement on the 

back of greater focus on higher margin products like foodservice and synergies 

from acquisitions. Fuel margins improving to 22CPG, below 5-year average of 24.2 

CPG and at 5-year low. Operating margins holding steady at 4%. Synergies from 

CST acquisition at ~180M by FY21.  

 

 
 

 

o Bear case 

▪ Revenue: 1-2% merchandise same-store-sales growth and <1% fuel SSS growth.  

▪ Margins: No incremental merchandise margin improvement and fuel margins 

remain at 22CPG. Synergies from CST acquisition at low end of management 

$150M goal.  
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o Bull case  

▪ Revenue: 3% merchandise same-store-sales growth and 2-3% fuel SSS growth. 

▪ Margins: 30bp incremental merchandise margin improvement and fuel margins 

expanding to 24 CPG (close to 5-year avg. of 24.2). Synergies from CST acquisition 

at $200M.  

 

 

• Comparables: At 25x FY17 adjusted earnings, ATD trades at a 10% and 5% discount to its 3 and 5-

year historical averages of 29x and 26x, respectively, and at a premium to the peer average of 19x. 

Comps in this case shouldn’t be paid much attention to given the peer group’s varying growth 

characteristics (16.4% EPS CAGR), size ($32.5B EV), lower market share and business segments. 

 

 
 

 

• DCF: Discounting future cash flows using a 9% cost of capital based on a 2.4% cost of debt and 10% 

cost of equity, and applying an 11x EBITDA multiple to my projections yields an intrinsic price of 

$73.12 with upside of 28%.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  Upside sensitivity         

  Terminal EV/EBITDA 

  28% 11 12 13 14 15 

  7.5% 23% 29% 33% 38% 41% 

  8.0% 22% 27% 32% 36% 40% 

  8.5% 20% 25% 30% 35% 39% 

WACC 9.0% 18% 24% 29% 33% 37% 

  9.5% 16% 22% 27% 32% 36% 

  10.0% 14% 20% 26% 30% 34% 

  10.5% 12% 18% 24% 29% 33% 
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• Multiples-based: Applying a 24x earnings multiple (below 3 and 5-year average) to projected FY19 

EPS yields a price target of $72.34, representing 36% upside (base case).  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Thesis 

 

1. Diverse revenue mix and geographic footprint reduces financial risk   

 

• Global footprint reduces risk: ATD operates stores in the US ($4B gross income; 61%), Europe 

($1.6B; 25%) and Canada ($0.9B; 14%). This international presence provides insulation if there is a 

local downturn and allows ADT to take advantage of growth opportunities in newer, 

underpenetrated markets such as in China and regions of Europe. The global reach paired with the 

diverse revenue mix reduces risk from a significant disruption in business activities. This can most 

clearly be seen from the 2008 financial crisis, during which ATD’s gross profits grew from $2.3B to 

$2.8B from FY08-09. 

 

 
 

• International expansion: ATD has expanded internationally and is now present in 1,700 locations 

across China, Costa Rica, Egypt, Guam, Honduras, Hong Kong, Indonesia, Macau, Malaysia, Mexico, 

Philippines, UAE, and Vietnam, largely through licensing agreements. These stores, which exist 
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under the Circle K brand, are developed by independent operators that possess substantial 

financial resources and local market knowledge and are capable of developing 100 stores or more 

outside the US. International expansion is set to continue and, for example, in 2015 Couche-Tard 

signed a 15-year expansion agreement with Comercializadora Circulo CCK (its master licensee in 

Mexico) to rebrand over 700 existing Extra convenience stores throughout the country into Circle 

K by 2017 with a minimum of 2,400 Circle K stores in Mexico by 2030. In an interview with BNN in 

May 2017, Alain Bouchard stated that “our goal in the next five years is to be in Asia with our own 

equity on the grounds with one of our actual partners or with others,” adding that the company 

will expand “with prudence … and sees big opportunities in some Asian countries right now.” In a 

convenience store market growth forecast released by IGD Research, Asian countries such as 

Vietnam and the Philippines are expected to see CAGRs of 37.4% and 24.2%, respectively, over the 

next four years. The report stated that “retail markets in these countries are gradually shifting from 

traditional to modern trade and several factors [including economic growth and an expected 

increase in GDP per capita] are driving this.” Nick Miles, head of Asia-Pacific at IGD, mentioned that 

convenience stores in Asia have changed a fair bit and, for example, “convenience stores in 

Vietnam have become popular destinations for young consumers to shop and hang out.” Moving 

forward, as ATD opens up its own company-owned and operated stores in Asia it will build on the 

success of the master licensee stores and adapt the store to include premium features like seating, 

air conditioning and Wi-Fi as it has done with many of its European locations.    

 

 

2. Opportunity to consolidate fragmented US convenience store market  

 

• US convenience store market: The US convenience store market is the most fragmented in the 

world, with 58% of stores being owned by moms and pops. Based on Nielsen data, of the 154,535 

convenience stores around 66% are owned by operators that own 1-10 stores, 7.3% by those that  

own 11-50 stores, 4.5% by those that operate 51-200 stores, 4.5% of those with 201-500 stores, 

and only 16.8% that own over 500 stores. In addition, the largest 100 operators own less than 

22% of all US convenience stores. This presents an incredible opportunity for ATD to consolidate 

the market through acquisitions. As shown by the graph below, the largest players in the 

convenience store market (by amount of stores operated) are: 1) Alimentation Couche-Tard 

(5,700 stores), 2) Marathon Petroleum (2,650), 3) Casey’s General Stores (1,900), 4) 7-Eleven 

(1,580), 5) Murphy USA (1,400), 6) Sunoco (1,350), 7) GPM Investments (790), 8) Kroger (790), 9) 

Wawa (750). When also considering franchised stores, the rankings become: 1) 7-Eleven (8,400 

stores), 2) Alimentation Couche-Tard (7,200), 3) Shell (4,600), 4) Marathon Petroleum (4,300), 5) 

BP (3,600), 6) Chevron (3,800), 7) Exxon Mobil (3,300), 9) Sunoco (3,000). ATD’s scale will provide 

the company ample opportunity to acquire smaller stores and expand quickly. Since 2010 the 

market has grown at a 0.8% CAGR and there are now a total of 154,535 convenience stores 

throughout the US, 80% of which also sell fuel. For the sake of comparison, there are around 

55,000 supermarkets and 41,500 drug stores. The distribution of stores is as follows: 1) Texas 

(15,000), 2) California (11,000), 3) Florida (9,900), 4) New York (8570), 5) Georgia (6,760), 6) North 

Carolina (6,300), 7) Ohio (5,630), 8) Michigan (4,800), 9) Pennsylvania (4,700), 10) Illinois (4,700).  
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• Consolidation:  

o Consolidation: When considering the amount of company-operated stores in the US, ATD 

holds a substantial lead over its competitors with around 5% market share. While ATD has 

grown its stores at a 30% CAGR since 1980 there is still plenty of room to grow. As 

discussed previously, the US market is still vastly underpenetrated and there remains a 

lot of potential to consolidate this fragmented market. When thinking of expansion, ATD 

distinguishes between large-scale acquisitions and smaller scale ones. In the US, the 

majority (66%) of stores are owned by one to ten store operators while those that own 

over 50 stores make up 25.9% of the market. Though ATD prefers to go after larger 

transactions where it can absorb more than 50 stores at once, it also recognizes that it 

must take over single store operators as well in order to consolidate. For this reason, and 

in order to combat slow bureaucracy, the company has a decentralized organizational 

structure whereby the manager of business units (composed of 600 stores) can acquire a 

store within their assigned area without getting managerial approval. Alain Bouchard has 

stated this decentralized structure is one of the key reasons why the company has been 

able to grow as quickly as it has.  
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o Margin expansion from consolidation: An important benefit from consolidation is the 

economies of scale ATD receives. Given the industry’s low margins, scale is crucial. ATD’s 

fuel margins and overall gross margins are higher than the industry average thanks to the 

discounts provided by oil and merchandise suppliers. As shown below, a stored opened 

by ADT will earn a significantly higher ROE and ROIC. To substantiate the point, NACS 

compiled data that showed a 10x difference in store-level pre-tax cash flow between top-

quartile operators and bottom-quartile. Therefore, consolidation should provide a 

tailwind to margins, and I model US fuel margins expanding from 18.4c to 20.4c and 

merchandise margins growing 40bps by FY20. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

• Canadian convenience store market: There are around 26,798 convenience store in Canada that 

generated $56 billion in revenue in 2016. Given their population density, Ontario and Quebec 

account for 60% of convenience store locations. Like the US, the Canadian convenience store 

industry is very fragmented, with over 66% (17,694) of stores classified as independents with the 

remaining 9,104 owned by chain retailers. ATD is the largest operator by site count with 2,231 

Canadian stores, accounting for 8% market share, with the next four largest operators - Parkland 

(1,800 stores), Petro Canada (1,500), Irving Oil (800) and 7-Eleven (651) - having 18% market 

share. ATD will continue to consolidate this fragmented industry as it has in the recent past, having 

acquired 279 locations in 2016 from Imperial Oil and kept 157 stores from CST in 2017.  

 

 
ATD No scale store 

Investment 2,000,000 2,000,000 

% Debt 30% 30% 

   
Gallons sold 1,000 1,000 

Fuel margin (cents/gal) 18.4 16.5 

Fuel gross profit 184 165 

   
Merchandise sales 1,200 1,200 

Gross margins 34% 25% 

Merchandise gross profit 408 300 

   

Gross profit 592 465 

SG&A 80 80 

Operating profit 512 385 

   
Cost of debt 3% 6% 

Interest expense 18 36 

   
EBT 494 349 

% taxes 35% 35% 

Tax 173 122 

Net income 321 227 

   
ROE 23% 16% 

ROIC 17% 13% 
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• European convenience store market: There are 133,249 petrol stations in Europe, with the 

majority being attached to convenience stores. Given all the European markets in which ATD 

operates, with the exception of Poland, are dominated by a few major players, there is little 

Couche-Tard can do to increase market share and so I anticipate minimal growth in store count 

from the current 2,754 sites.  

 

3. Stable and high cash generation to be used for strategic acquisitions and deleveraging  

 

• FCF: ATD is a cash cow with a FCF yield of 6%. I model a 10.9% CAGR in FCF from F18-22 based on 

strong free cash flow conversion, stable revenue growth and gross margins expansion from 

economies of scale and a greater focus on higher margin products. 62% of FY18’s FCF will go 

towards paying down debt and fueling growth opportunities. Historically, on average, capex has 

made up 30% of EBITDA with maintenance capex making up 9% and growth 21%.  

 

 
 

ATD, $ 2,231 B, 8%

Parkland, 1,834 , 7%

Petro Canada, 
1,500 , 6%
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• Synergies from acquisitions: ADT management is incredibly disciplined when it comes to 

acquisitions. In addition to making sure the transactions will add strategic value, management 

places a large emphasis on the price paid and will favor buying at below industry multiples 

(typically high single digits EBITDA multiples). This has certainly been the case in the past few 

years as ADT has taken advantage of the trend of large oil companies selling their retail businesses 

at relatively low prices. At the same time, a lot of attention is paid to potential synergies. For 

example, the acquisition of Statoil Fuel and Retail in 2013 and of The Pantry in 2015 ranged from 

35-40% of acquired EBITDA. Similarly, the recent acquisition of CST Brands ($340M US EBITDA) is 

expected to result in annual synergies of $150-200M with EPS accretion ranging from $0.40-0.50 

in FY20.  

• Deleveraging: ATD tends to take on debt to finance its acquisitions but has always paid it down 

within two years. For example, in 2013, ATD acquired Statoil Fuel and Retail for $2.8B and as a 

result its net debt went from $0.4B to $2.9B, increasing net debt/EBITDA from 0.4x to 2.1x. The 

company took on a minimal amount of debt to finance the $1.7B acquisition of The Pantry in 2015 

and net debt/EBITDA actually declined to 1.0x from 1.2x. The most recent acquisition of CST 

Brands and Holidaystation, which will add a total of 1500 stores to the network and will be 

finalized in FY18 will increase net debt/EBITDA to 2.3x, but given historical trends, ADT should 

normalize the leverage ratio within two years (with net debt/EBITDA hitting 1.7x in FY19). The 

chart below illustrates historical leverage ratios along with the associated store counts. For 

reference, the largest acquisitions took place FY13 (2,300 new stores), FY15 (1,500), and FY18 

(2,500).  

 

 
 

 
Initial amount of stores Store additions EBITDA ($MM) Net debt/EBITDA 

2010 5,443 435 0.6 0.8x 

2011 5,878 -83 0.7 0.3x 

2012 5,795 8 0.8 0.4x 
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2013 5,803 2,583 1.4 2.1x 

2014 8,386 113 1.6 1.3x 

2015 8,499 1,579 1.9 1.2x 

2016 10,078 469 2.3 1.0x 

2017 10,547 322 2.4 1.1x 

2018E 10,869 1,838 3.1 2.3x 

2019E 12,707 140 3.5 1.7x 

 

 

 

4. Continued growth of convenience store market 

 

• Characteristics of c-stores: Though fuel consumption is in long-term decline, the convenience 

store market is the only brick and mortar retail format besides dollar stores experiencing growth. 

Convenience stores are built on the premise of speed, and as a result continue to attract 

individuals who need consumption goods immediately. The average shopping time at a 

convenience store is 3 to 4 minutes according to the NACS, which is lower than any other retail 

format. Additionally, c-stores captured 85% of revenues through sales from just six categories: 

cigarettes, packaged beverages, candy, beer, salty snacks and other tobacco. These are sticky 

products and necessities to many individuals that will continue to be popular irrespective of 

secular trends like less shopping trips and more use of e-commerce.  

• Negative factors impacting c-stores: Convenience stores are largely dependent on drivers, yet 

Americans’ interest in driving has declined over the last few years. In 1983, 87% of 18-year-olds 

had driver’s licenses; more than 30 years later, that percentage has dropped to 69%. At the same 

time, US gas prices are rising. The Energy Information Administration projects that the average 

household will spend about $200 more on gas this year than in 2016. As a result of consumer 

shifts, including technology and driving trends, Americans are making fewer overall shopping 

trips. Americans made an average of 11 trips in 2016 to convenience/gas stores compared to 14 

in 2005. That said, consumers are making up for the marginal decline in trips by increasing 

spending.  

• Growth: As mentioned earlier, c-store in-store sales grew at a 3.6% CAGR from 2006 to 2016, 

hitting an all-time-high of $233 billion last year. Even with an evolving channel landscape, 

convenience stores will continue to grow and will continue to claim an increase percentage of 
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channel spend, though not at the same pace as e-commerce. Therefore, the convenience store 

industry will continue to experience growth as it lures consumers that need to make speedy 

purchases and steals share from grocery stores as stores expand their offerings into prepared 

meals.  

 

 

Bear case  

 

1. Fuel consumption is in secular decline and will put pressure on ATD’s business model   

 

• Oil consumption: Taking a top down approach, an important factor to consider for any gas station 

operator is motor fuel consumption. Trends in fuel demand play a crucial role in determining how 

the gas station part of the business will perform organically. Though the company operates across 

different continents, special attention will be paid to the US given the US store base makes up 

two-thirds of motor fuel sales on a volumetric basis. Based on data from the US Energy 

Information Administration, the US consumed 7.19 billion barrels of petroleum products in 2016, 

more than any other country in the world, and accounted for 20% of global petroleum 

consumption. More specifically, convenience stores supply over 82% of fuel sold in the US. To a 

large degree, consumption is driven by a positive force, vehicle miles travelled (VMT) (92% 

correlation with consumption), and a negative force, vehicle fuel efficiency (mpg). VMT is strongly 

correlated with overall economic growth and gas prices while fuel efficiency is driven by 

exogenous factors like regulation and technological changes.  

 

• Vehicle miles travelled 

 

o Economic growth: From 1982 to 2015 US gasoline consumption increased at 0.7% per 

annum, with a 2% CAGR in vehicle miles travelled that was offset by 1.3% CAGR in vehicle 
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fuel efficiency. The chart points to a key feature of oil consumption, that is that demand 

for gasoline is incredibly elastic relative to GDP. 

 

 
 

o Retail gas prices: In addition to being correlated to economic growth, VMT is also 

influenced by oil prices. The graph below points to the inverse correlation between gas 

prices and monthly vehicle miles travelled. As oil prices decline, there is an overall upward 

trend in monthly VMT. Specifically, the 29% decline in gasoline prices seen starting in 2014 

partly led to the 5.6% increase in VMT in 2015.  

 

 
 

o VMT outlook: The two determinants of VMT are GDP, more specifically employment 

(makes up 80% of total VMT with the other 20% coming from personal/household 

activities – from American Association of State Highway and Transportation Officials), and 

retail gas prices. At the same time, the number of licensed drivers, which is influenced by 

population growth and labor force participation, also plays a role, albeit a smaller one, in 

VMT growth. Moving forward, VMT growth should moderate as we reach near peak 
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annual VMT per driver and we see a saturation point in the number of US licensed drivers 

as a percent of the population. Though since 1982 VMT has grown at 2% annually, in the 

past decade miles driven has slowed to a 0.5% CAGR. The relative decline can largely be 

attributed to the negative annual growth rates from 2008 through 2010, and below 1% 

growth from 2011 to 2014. VMT only rebounded in 2015 and 2016 when it grew 2.7% and 

3%, respectively. Based on projections from the Federal Highway Administration, base 

case VMT should grow at 1.1% CAGR through 2035 with real GDP growth of 2%, bear case 

at 0.9% with real GDP growth at 1.5% and bull case at 1.2% with real GDP growth of 2.5%.   

 

 
 

 

• Fuel efficiency 

 

o Determinants of fuel efficiency: Vehicle fuel efficiency, measured in miles per gallon, is 

the primary negative force pushing oil consumption lower. Government regulation that 

encourages higher fuel efficiency standards and the rise of electric vehicles are the two 

factors influencing the rise in mpg. Fuel efficiency has risen consistently y/y with 2015 

seeing 37.2 mpg compared to 33.9 in 2010. However, since 2015 average mpg has 

stagnated as consumers placed less emphasis on fuel economy in the face of falling oil 

prices.  

o Regulation: To a large degree, fuel efficiency in the US has risen due to Congress’ 

Corporate Average Fuel Economy (CAFE) targets. Up until 2009, the target for new cars 

was left unchanged at 27.5 mpg but was revised to 34.1 mpg for 2016 and 54.5 mpg for 

2025. These standards are equivalent across the US, Europe and Canada.  

o Electric vehicles: The rise of electric vehicles (EVs) remains an important risk to consider 

when evaluating whether ATD can sustain consumer demand for gas. US sales of electric 

vehicles have grown at a 19% CAGR for the past 4 years and are projected to continue 

growing at 15% CAGR through 2030. On a global level, Bloomberg Research anticipates 

that EVs will make up 54% of new car sales and that 33% of the global car fleet will be 

electric by 2040. This is to be driven by short-term regulatory support in key markets like 

the US, Europe and China, falling lithium-ion battery prices, increased EV commitments 

from automakers, a growing consumer acceptance driven by competitively priced EVs 

across all vehicle classes, and the growing roles of car sharing and autonomous driving.  
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▪ Impediments to growth: Though it’s undoubtable that the electric vehicle market 

will continue to grow in the long run, in the near term there are a few deterrents 

to the proliferation of EVs, including the high price compared to conventional 

cars, the dearth of charging stations, improving fuel efficiency in traditional fuel-

based cars, and low oil prices that make owning an electric car less economical.  

• High cost of EVs relative to traditional cars: To a large degree, tax credits 

and government subsidies have fueled the fast-paced adoption of EVs. In 

the US, federal tax credits are based on the battery capacity of vehicles 

and is capped at $7,500 credit per person, and ends after a producer has 

sold 200,000 EVs. At the state level, a few states (California, Connecticut, 

Maryland, Massachusetts, New York, Oregon, Rhode Island and Vermont) 

that have developed zero-emission vehicle programs provide purchasing 

rebates of up to $2,500 for EVs. That said, factoring in the tax credit 

doesn’t reduce the cost of purchasing and running an electric vehicle. 

Comparing Chevrolet’s EV (Chevrolet Volt) and non-EV models (Chevrolet 

Cruze), it becomes clear that the cost differential is significant. Including 

the $7,500 federal tax credit and disregarding the $700 annual fuel 

savings from operating an EV, purchasing a Chevrolet Volt is 50% more 

expensive (by $8,300) than purchasing the traditional Cruze model. While 

a Volt costs $26,000 ($33,500 without credit), a Chevrolet Cruze will set 

someone back $17,700.  

• Lack of convenience of EVs: A major technological barrier to the mass 

adoption of electric vehicles is their limited driving range (around 110 

miles per charge) and dearth of charging stations on the road. There are 

currently around 16,000 public charging stations in the US, with a large 

concentration in urban areas. What has prevented charging stations from 

permeating rural areas are the slow charging times – most stations 

require at least 6 hours for a full charge.  

▪ EV projections: The factors listed above have led to market penetration figures 

below expectations. In 2016, 560,000 electric vehicles were sold (0.2% of total 

duty passenger market), far below the target of 1 million EV car sales set by the 

Obama administration. Despite EV sales missing estimates, the government set 

another target of 2% EV market share by 2020, resulting in 6% share of annual US 

car sales between 2016-2020. Moving forward, I don’t anticipate electric vehicles 

to have a significant impact on ATD’s business model in the near to mid-term but 

do recognize that within 20 years electric vehicles will likely make up the majority 

of light-duty vehicle sales in the US. That said, even taking the most bullish 

forecast on electric vehicle growth still recognizes that the amount of 

conventional cars on the road by 2040 will be greater than the amount currently.   

o Fuel efficiency projections: Based on the EPA’s projections, fuel efficiency should increase 

at a 1.9% CAGR through 2025.  
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• Fuel consumption projections: The 1.9% growth in fuel efficiency should counteract the 1.1% rise 

in miles travelled, resulting in a -0.8% CAGR decline in oil consumption and volumetric sales.  

 

 

2. Decline in oil prices will pressure fuel margins  

 

• Weak correlation between fuel margins and oil prices: For the past 2 years there has been a 

negative correlation between oil prices and fuel margins – as prices have fallen, fuel margins have 

increased. Bears will argue that an uptick in oil prices will cause margins to get squeezed. However, 

when considering historical fuel margins, it becomes clear that the correlation between oil prices 

and fuel margins is weak and fuel margins are instead driven by fundamental and bottom up factors 

like operation profitability at store level and local competition. Fuel margins are in a long-term 

upward trend and between 2006 to 2016 ATD’s CPG grew at a 3% CAGR from 15 to 20.2. For 

context, a penny variance in retail fuel margins changes fuel gross profit by $140 million.  

 

 
 

• Fuel margin expansion: As mentioned earlier, a key tailwind to fuel margins is consolidation as 

operators have greater negotiating power with oil suppliers. Moving forward I anticipate fuel 

margins to expand as ATD gains market share, margins stabilize off their 5-year lows, the industry 

sees higher premium fuel penetration, and more sophisticated pricing strategies are employed.  
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